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• Dedication •

This book is dedicated to 
tanishka and  mom and dad
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This is a picture of the plane and the people in it.



• CHAPTER 1 •

One day a plane was going in the air and a large wave 
pushed the plane into the water. Crash! Boom! All 
the people landed in the water when the plane 
crashed into the water. Everyone was shouting 
“Help!” “Help!” 

Then the police came to the rescue. They went to the 
police department and the police did CPR on them.

SAVING THE CRASHING PLANE



• CHAPTER 2 •

The next day the plane got repaired. The people were 
in the hospital getting help. When they were done, 
the airplane was still being repaired, so they had to 
take the next flight. And the flight took them to the 
wrong place. They were very upset. “Uh Oh!” They 
saw a big river and saw another plane getting ready 
to crash. But the plane had a tack. The pilot threw 

THE NEXT DAY
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the tack to the dart and the tack brought the dart and the pilot 
activated the plane wheels and then the pilot threw the dart onto the 
plane wheels and then the plane stopped. The passengers said “Whew! 
That was close!”
The pilot took off the dart and put it back into the dart set. Then he 
backed up the plane. And then he picked up the passengers that got in 
the wrong place. They said “Hurray!!! We made it!  Thank you!”

The pilot saved the plane!



• CHAPTER 3 •

Then the plane that they made it to went to their 
home. But actually it looked like their home, but the 
plane dropped one person on one side and the other 
person on the other side. And he dropped one person 
in the water. So the person who was in the water 
needed to be rescued. And the man that was dropped 
on the other side of the land had to run fast. 

THE MONDAY
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But the person who was dropped on the other side of the land who didn’t 
need to run was in the perfect spot. And then the person on the perfect side 
helped the person in the water, and brought the person who needed a long 
running journey. Then they thought that they were not home yet. So they 
found out the plane they needed. And that plane was the fastest plane on 
the ground. sr71 Blackbird. 

This is a picture of the person who was in the right place rescuing the person in 
the water.



• CHAPTER 4 •

The police and the ambulance came to rescue all of 
the people. They put them on beds. The old hospital 
was not working, so they were building a new one. By 
that time, they were sitting in the ambulance. Then, 
the plane got repaired and the hospital was almost 
done. The police got a new boat and his police van 
was on the boat. The boat was huge and had engines 

THE RESCUE
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in the front. The boat came to pick up a person to take them to the old hospital 
because they needed CPR. He did CPR to get air. Then the boat picked up more 
people to take them to the old hospital. And the people got better. So the boat went 
back to the police dock. 

This is a picture of the boat that helped rescue the people and take 
them to the old hospital.
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Himey went into the ambulance and the ambulance took him to the 
hospital. And he got better. Then the plane was being repaired and 
everyone was being helped.
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Hi  my name  is Anay and I am the author of this book. I am  5 years old  and 
like star wars and my favorite book is tap tap bang bang. What do you  like? 
I live in North Carolina with my parents.
I hope that you enjoy this book. Bye! Listen to other books again by: Anay.


